SCREEN 1: WINGSPAN
- Span > Height: GLIDE
- Span = Height: SPIN
- Span < Height: LAUNCH

SCREEN 2: FOREARM VS. UPPER
- Forearms > Upper Arms: GLIDE
- Forearms = Upper Arms: SPIN
- Forearms < Upper Arms: LAUNCH

SCREEN 3: RIGHT ARM ACTION
- Under: GLIDE
- Side/Under: SPIN
- Side/On: SPIN
- Side/Cover: LAUNCH

SCREEN 4: PIVOT POST
- Rear: GLIDE
- Center: SPIN
- Front: LAUNCH

SCREEN 5: LOWER-BODY DIFFERENTIAL
- Fast (>45°): SPIN
- Mid (=45°): SPIN
- Slow (<45°): LAUNCH

TOTALS
- GLIDE
- SPIN
- LAUNCH